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A combmatorial analogue of the dynamical system theory 1s developed m a matrord-theoretic 
framework The combmatortal dynamical system is described by a combinatorral analogue of the 
state-space quation xk+t =Axk+ Buk; the matrices A and B are to be replaced by brmatrords 
(or linking systems). Related concepts such as controllabrhty are defined and their fundamen- 
tal properttes are investigated. In particular, a sequence of matrotds {&] determined by a 
“stattonary tteratron” Rk+ l =A *RkvlV 1s considered, where A *Rk 1s the matrord induced from 
Rk by a btmatroid A, and N IS a matrotd. 
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1. Introductisn 
In the modern control theory initiated by Kalman [ll], a linear time-invariant 
dynamical system is conveniently described in the state-space equation: 
dx/dt = Ax + Bu, y=cx 
for a continuous-time system, or 
(1) 
X&+1 =AXk+&, Yk = Cx, (2) 
for a discrete-time system. Here x is the state vector, u the control (input) vector, 
y the output vector, and A, B and C are constant matrices of appropriate sizes. 
(See, e.g., [9,22,27,28].) 
In this paper we develop a theory of a combina xial dynamical system, which is 
a matroid-theoretic analogue of the dynamical system theory. The combinatorial 
analogue of the state-space equation is obtained by replacing the matrices A, B and 
C with the combinatorial objects of bimatroids (or linking systems). Several basic 
notions such as controllability and observability are defined in line with the conven- 
tional dynamical system theory and some fundamental results are established. The 
* This paper 1s based on the unpubhshed report by Murota 1171, part of thts paper has been presented 
at the 1987 Spring Conference of the Operattons Research Socrety of Japan [20] 
0166-218X/89/$3.50 1989, Elsevter Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 
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whole theory will be developed within the combinatorial-mathematical fr mework 
without direct reference to the conventional dynamical system theory. No familiarity 
with the conventional dynamical system theory will be required to understand the 
present heory though it might be helpful in grasping the intuition behind the com- 
binatorial notions introduced in this paper. 
In the state-space equation (1) or (2), the matrices A, B and C behave differently 
under the change of the coordinate system of the state space to which vector x 
belongs. That is, if the system is described in terms of x’= TX, the corresponding 
matrices, say A, B and C, will be given by 
A = TAT -l, B=TB, c= CT-'. 
This shows, m particular, that A is subject to similarity transformations and there- 
fore it is meaningful to think of such concepts as the power product, the eigen- 
vectors, and the Jordan canonical form, for the matrix A; such concepts are 
meaningless for B and C. 
Such differences in the nature of the matrices are carried over in the combina- 
torial formulation of a dynamical system in terms of bimatroids. To be more con- 
crete, the bimatroid which takes the place of the matrix A has an identical ground 
set both for the row set (exit set) and the column set (entrance set). In [17,21] a 
number of fundamental properties of a bimatroid that has a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between the row set and the column set has been found. In particular, a novel 
notion of “eigenset”, which is the combmatorial analogue of an eigenvector, hzs 
been introduced. 
A number of interesting problems concerning a pair or a triple of bimatroids arise 
naturally in considering a combinatorial dynamical system. For example, the ques- 
tions concerning the controllability of a combinatorral dynamical system amount to 
those concerning a sequence of matroids {&} which is determined by a “station- 
ary rteratron” of the form: &+, =A*R,VN starting from a trivial matroid Ro. 
Here A 1s a constant bimatroid, N is another constant matrotd, and A *Rk is the 
matroid induced from Rk by A. The present heory will contribute to enriching the 
theory of bimatroids initiated by Schrijver [23,24] and Kung [12] enforcing its link 
to the ordinary linear algebra. 
This work 1s partly inspired by the recent development of “structural” or 
“generic” arguments m the control theory. The structural approach to control- 
lability started by Lm [ 141, for instance, considers combinatorial characterizations 
of the controllability (in the ordinary sense) of a dynamical system when the non- 
vanishing entries of the coefficient matrrces A and B of (1) or (2) are algebraically 
independent parameters. Graph-theoretic necessary and sufficient conditions are 
known for the structural controllability in the sense above and its refinements (see 
e.g., [1,3,4,6,14-16,18,19,25,29]). 
It should be emphasized, however, that the notion of controllability to be intro- 
duced in this paper for the combinatorial dynamical system is different from that 
of the structural controllabrlity; this is mainly due to the discrepancy between the 
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matrix multiplication and the bimatroid multiplication. From the mathematical 
point of view, therefore, the combinatorial dynamical system theory of the present 
paper and the existing theory of structural controllabihty are independent of each 
other; the results of this paper do not imply, nor are implied by, those on the struc- 
tural controllability. The present heory is not intended for direct practical applica- 
tions, though it aims at capturing the structural aspects of a dynamical system from 
a combinatorial standpoint (see also Remark 5.5). 
The contents of this paper may be outlined as follows. 
In Section 2, basic results on matroids and bimatroids are summarized for later 
references. The combinatorial analogue of a dynamical system is defined in Section 
3 together with the related notions such as controllability. Section 4 treats the 
bimatroid arising from a combinatorial dynamical system in connection with con- 
trollability. It will be shown that some well-known facts about the controllabrlity 
of the conventional dynamical system (1) or (2) have natural combinatorial counter- 
parts. Another criterion of controllability is given in Section 5, which may be 
thought of as a counterpart of the structural controllability theorem of [3,14,25]. 
Finally in Section 6, some possible extensions are discussed; among others an 
attempt is suggested to define a combinatorial analogue of Kalman’s canonical 
decomposition [lo, 11] of state space into four parts with respect o controllabtlity 
and observability. 
2. Mathematical preliminaries 
2.1. Matrord 
The purpose of this subsection is to fix the notations. See, e.g., 12,261 for the 
precise definitions. 
Let M= (E, p) be a matroid defined on finite ground set E with rank function p. 
The rank of M will be den&d by r(M). For XC& M-X denotes the matroid 
obtained from M by defetivg X, while M/X the matroid obtained from M by con- 
tracting X. We also say that M-X is the restriction of M to E-X and M/X the 
contractton of M to E-X, M/X is also written as M x (E-X). The dual of M will 
be denoted by M*. 
Let M, = (E,, p,), I = 1,2, be matroids. By Ml = M2 we mean that M, and M2 are 
isomorphrc (under some one-to-one correspondence between El and E2). The union 
of Ml and M2, denoted as Ml VMz, is a matriod on E = El U E2 with rank function 
~1 VPZ given by 
(ErlVrU2)(X)=min~~l(YnEl)+rU2(Yn~2)+IX-YI 1 cX>, XcE. (3) 
The following relations are mentioned here: 
(Ml -(X~EI))V(MZ.-(X~E~)) = (M,vM,)-x, XcE, (4) 
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and if Xi CEi -& and X,CE~-E,, then 
W,/X,)V(M,/X,) = WI V~,MXl UX,). (5) 
Assume El = & = E and further suppose a weight functton w : I?-* Z, is given. 
For XC E, w(X) means C {w(x) 1 XEX}. The following is the fundamental 
min-max relation for the matroid intersection problem. 
Proposition 2.1 (Edmonds [2]). 
max{ w(X) 1 XC E, X zs rndependent m M, (i= 1,2)} 
= min i NJ+ i P~(J/)II,cE, J cE, 
I=0 J=o 
f &(I,)+ i ,%(J,)II,CE, J,cE, 
r=O J=o 
1 = w(e)for eeE 
I 
(6) 
1 = w(e)foreeE, 
(7) 
Let a, be the closure function of M, = (E, y,), i = 1,2. In [13] M2 is said to be a 
quotient of Mi, to be denoted as MI + M2 or M2 + MI, iff 
PI(X) -~ulW) 2 PUZW) -c12Wh YCXCE. (8) 
This IS equivalent o 
a,(X) c a2(X), Xc E. (9) 
It is also said that M, + M2 is a strong map. We write M, 2 M2 (or M2 2 MI) to 
indtcate that MI --) M2 and not M, = M2. 
Proposition 2.2. (1) If MI + M2 and r(M,) = r(M2), then MI = M2. 
(2) M,VM,-+M, [13]. 
2.2. Bimatroid 
The notion of bimatroid was introduced first by Schrtjver [23,24] under the name 
of hnkmg system, and shortly thereafter by Kung 1121 under the name of bimatroid. 
To reserve the word “system” for a dynamical system, we adopt the latter 
denotation. 
A brmatrold (or lmkmg system) is a trtple L = (S, T, A), where S and T are finite 
sets, and /1 is a nonempty subset of 2’ x 2’ such that 
(Ll) if (X,Y)EIJ, then 1x1 = IY); 
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(L2.1) if (X, Y)tz/I and X’CX, then (X’, Y’) l /1 for some Y’C Y; 
(L2.2) if (X, Y)e/l and Y’C Y, then (X’, Y’) c/i for some X’CX; 
(L3) if(X,,Y)E/1, i=l,2, then (X,Y)EA, X,cXcX,UX,, Y,cYcY,UY 
for some XCS and YC T. 
We call S the row se: (or exit set) and T the column set (or entrance set) of L; 
we write S = Row(L) and T= Cal(L). A member (X, Y) of /1= A (L) is called a linked 
pair; we also say that X and Y are linked. 
The birank function (or iinking function) 1: 2’ x 2T -+ Z, is defined by 
n(X,Y)=max{IX’I I(X:Y’)E/~, X’CX, Y’CY}, XCS, YcT. (10) 
Obviously, 
(X, Y)fz/I iff n(X Y) = (X( = IY(. (11) 
With this correspondence, we may equivalently say that a bimatroid L is a triple 
(S, T, A), where L satisfies the following: 
(Bl) Ozz:L(X,Y)lmin((X(, lY(), XC& YCT; 
(B2) n(X; Y’)GI(X, Y), X’CXCS, Y’C YC T; 
(B3) ~(XUX;YnY’)+L(Xnx;YUY’)rI(X,Y)+1(X;Y’), XX’CS, 
y,Y’cT. 
The property (B3) is referred to as bisubmodularity. 
By the rank r(L) of L, we mean the maximum size of a linked pair, i.e., r(L) = 
rl(S, T). L is called a trivial bimatrozd if r(L) = 0. 
The underlymg blpartrte graph (S, T, A) of L = (S, T, A) is a bipartite graph with 
vertex set S U T (disjomt union) and edge set A C 2’ x 2T, where 
(x,Y)E~ iff ((4, (Y))EA. (12) 
Proposition 2.3 (Schrijver [23,24]). Suppose (X, Y) EA. For any Y’C Y there exists 
X’CX such that (X’, Y’) E A and (X-X’, Y- Y’) E A. Therefore, there exists a 
matchmg between X and Y m the underlying blpartrte graph (S, T, A). 
A bimatroid L = (S, T A) determines a matroid M(L) = (S U T, A’) with ground set 
SU T (disjoint union) and rank function 1’ defined by 
n’(XUY)=I(X,T-Y)+lYl, XcS, Yc T. (13) 
Note that T= Cal(L) is a base of M(L). The restriction of M(L) to S= Row(L) is 
named the row matroid of L and denoted by RM(L) = (S,I-); n-(X) = A(X, T), 
XCS. Similarly, the restriction M(L)* to T= Cal(L) is the column matrold of L, 
denoted by CM(L) = (T, A’); A+(Y) = US, Y), YC T. 
For XCS and YC T, L[X, Y] will mean a bimatroid such that Row(L[X, Y])=X, 
Col(L [X, Y ]) = Y, A(L[X, Y]) =A’, where 
/I’ = ((X’, Y’) 1 x’cx, Y’c Y, (X’, Y’) E/l(L)}. 
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In parallel with the matrix-vector product, we wrote 
L.Y=(XCSI(XY)EA(L)), YCT. (14) 
The dual of L, denoted by L*, is a bimatroid such that . 
Row(L*) = Cal(L), Col(L*) = Row(L), 
A(L*) = A* = {(XX) 1 (x, Y)EA(L)). 
Let L, =(S,, T,,A,), I = 1,2, be btmatroids. The union of L1 and L2, denoted by 
L, v Lz, IS a brmatroid such that 
Row(Lr v L,)= Row(L,) U Row(L*), coI(L*vL~)=col(Lr)ucol(L*), 
A(L,VL,) =A,v/l,, 
where 
/I*V/i~={(X,UX~,Y,UY~))X,nx*= 0, Y,nY,= 0, 
(X,9 Yl)EAl, (X29 Y2h=A21. 
The birank function A., VA2 of L, vL, is given by 
(A,vA,)(xY) =min{A,(X’~S,,Y’nT,)+A2(x’nS2,Y’nT2) 
+ IX-X’] + IY- Y’j 1 X’CX, Y’c Y}, 
XCSrUS2, YCT,UTz. 
If 7’,n7’,=0, then 
M(L, VL,) = M(Lr)VM(L2). 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
If Col(LJ = Row(L2) (i.e., Tr = S2), the product of L, and L2, denoted by 
L, * L2, can be defined; it 1s a brmatroid such that 
Row(L, *L2) = Row(L1), Col(L, *L,) = Col(L2), 
A(L, *L2) = A, */12, 
where 
Al*/12 = ((X,2) 1 (X,Y)EAr, (Y,Z)EA2 for some YCT,}. (IS) 
The brrank function 1, *A2 of L, *L2 is given by 
(~1*~2)(XZ)=min{A1(X,T1-Y)+3L2(Y,Z)) YcT,), 
Xc&, ZcT,. (19) 
We see 
M(Lr *L2) = (ML,)vML2))/T,. (20) 
Suppose a matroid M= (T,p) is defined on the column set T = Cal(L) of a bi- 
matroid L = (S, T, A). Then another matroid, denoted by L *M, is induced on 
S = Row(L). The rank function A *p of L *M is given by 
@*p)(X) = min{L(X,T- Y)+p(Y) 1 YcT}, XCS. (21) 
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Proposition 2.4 (Kung [12,13]). RM(L) + L *M. 
A poly-bimatroid (or poly-bnking system) is a triple L = (S, T, A), where S and T 
are finite sets and 1: 2’ x 2r+ IR, satisfies (B2), (B3) and 
(Bl’) A(09 Y) = L(x, 0) = 0, XCS, YcT. 
We call I the birank function and n(S, T) = r(L) the rank of L. 
3. Combinatorial dynamical system 
A combinatorial dynamical system (.o be abbreviated to CDS) is a triple (A, BS C) 
of bimatroids such that Row(A)= Col(A)=Row(B)=Col(C) (=S) and that S, 
Co&B) and Row(C) are mutually disjoint. If we write Cal(B) =P and Row(C) = T, 
we have 
A = (S,S,A(A)), B = (S,P,NB)), c = (Z S,A(C)). (22) 
The bimatroids A, B and C will be called respectively the transition blmatroid, 
the input brmatroid and the output brmatroid. The birank functions of A, B and 
C are denoted by a, /I and y, respectively. The set S is called the state set, whereas 
P is the rnput set and T the output set. 
Up to Section 5, we consider a system without outputs, i.e., a system (A, B, C), 
where C is a trivial bimatroid. In other words, we investigate the properties of a pair 
(A,B), which is also referred to as a CDS. 
An input (or a control) is a sequence (U, 1 k=O, 1, . . . , K- 1) such that f&C P. 
We sometimes call K the length of the input. 
When given an input (U, 1 k = 0, 1, . . . , K- l), we say that a sequence (X, 1 k=O, 
1 ,..., K), X,CS, is a trajectory compatrble with (U, 1 k=O, 1, . . . . K-l) iff 
(X,+,,XkUU,)~A(AvB) for k=O,l,...,K-1. (23) 
This condition can be expressed in a form similar to the conventtonal state-space 
equation: 
Xk+, EA.X,vB. Uk (24) 
for k=O , 1 , . . . , K - 1, if we introduce, in addition to (14). the notation 
F,VF,= (x,uxzIx,nx2=0, xl+ (1=1,2)) 
for F,C 2’, i= 1,2, in general. The formula (23) or (24) will be referred to as the 
state-space equation for a CDS (A, B). 
The underlying d1graph of (A, B) is defined to be a directed graph (S U P, A) with 
vertex set SUP and arc set 
d = WW 1 <M Wlk4A)l U Wx) 1 <{xl, W>-W)). (25) 
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XcS IS said to be reachable at trme k from XOCS iff there exists an input 
(U, 1 i=o, 1, . . . . k - 1) of length k and a trajectory (X, 1 I = 0, 1, . . . , k) compatible 
with tt such that X,=X. We denote by R&(X,) the collection of reachable sets at 
time k from X0, i.e., 
R&(X,) = (X,CS 1 (X, 1 r=O, I, . . . , k) is a trajectory compatible 
with some input (U, [1=0,1, . . . . k-l)}, 
X&S, kz0. (26) 
XcS IS said to be reachable from XOCS tff XE R&(X,) for some kz0. We put 
RS(X,) = u (R&(X0) 1 k=O, 1, . .}. X&S, (27) 
and 
R% = u (R&(X,) 1 Q=S>. (28) 
A CDS (A, B) is said to be reachable iff {x} E RS( 0) for each XE S. This 1s 
eqmvalent to the condition that for each XES there exists a directed path from P 
to x in the underlying digraph of (A,&. 
A CDS (A,& is called controllable tff 
RS( 0) = 2’. (29) 
An input (U, / k=O, 1, ..?, K- 1) will be called admrsslble iff there exists at least 
one trajectory compatible with it. An input (Uk I k=O, 1, . . .K-1) is said to be 
admrssrble for (X’, X), X’, XCS, iff there exists a trajectory (Xk I k=O, 1, . . . ,K) 
compatible with (U, I k = 0, 1, . . . , K- 1) such that X,=X’ and X,=X. If XE 
RS(X’), there exists an input admissible for (X’,X). 
4. Reachability and controllability 
In this section we deal with the reachability and controllability of a CDS (A,B). 
4. I. Controllabrhty brmatroid 
This subsection IS to introduce a btmatroid, which is of fundamental importance 
m considering the controllabrlity. 
Let SC’), I = 0 1 , ,***, denote disjoint copies of the state set S, and PC’), i=O 1 , ,--*, 
denote disJoint copies of the input set P. The natural one-to-one correspondences 
are expressed by w, : S (I) + S and n, : Per) -b P. For I = 1,2, . . . , we denote by A(‘) = 
(St’), S(‘-I), a(‘)) and B(‘) = (S(‘), P(‘-‘), PC’)) the bimatroids which are respectively 
rsomorphrc to A = (S, S, a) and B = (S, P, 8). 
For (J, k) with 01~5 k, we define a bimatroid JQ, to be called the controS- 
lab&y blmatrold, by the identity 
Q = B(k)~A(k)*(B(k-l)~A(k-l).... ,(B(/+~)vA(/+~)*B(J+‘)) . .. . (30) 
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BY definition, we have Row@,, k) = Sfk) and Col(D, k) = PJ, k_ 1, where 
PJ,,,-,=U(P(‘)ll=J ,..., k-l}. (31) 
The blrank function of D,,k will be wrltten as a,,,. Furthermore we put &Z&k 
and 8~ =c& for notational convenience. 
The controllability bimatroids D,,.k have the following fundamental properties. 
Lemma 4.1. (1) Translation: D,,k = (Sck’, P 
(FJ) P _ 
,,k_ ,, aJ is isomorphrc to Dk_, = 
9 0,k ,-dk-,I: 
D fqk = Dk-,, &SJCk. 
(2) Recurrence relation : 
(32) 
D,k=A(k)*DJk_lVB(k), k=j+l,j+2 ,..., . 9 
where D,,J = (ScJ), @,a, J) IS a trivial bimatrord. 
(33) 
Since CO~(A(~)*D~,J-~) =P,,k_2 and Cal(@)= P@-‘) are disjoint in (33), we see 
from (17) that 
M(D,k) = M(A’k’*D,,_,)VM(Bck’). (34) 
Using (20) and (5), we see that 
M(A(k)*DJ,,k_l)~M(B(k)) 
= ([M(A’k’)vM(DJ k_l)]/S(k-l))~M(B(k)) 
= [M(A(k))~M(DJ,,k_,)~M(B(k))]/S(k-l). (35) 
Substituting (35) into (34), we obtain the recurrence relation for M(DJ,k): 
M(DJ,k) = [M(A’k’)VM(B’k’)VM(DJ,,_,)l/S’k-”, J<k. (36) 
From this as well as (5) it follows that 
M(DJ, k) = 
K 
i M(A”‘) 
l=J+2 )( 
’ ,=f+, M@(‘))>Ip+~,k-,. (37) 
where 
s J+t,k-1 = u (s”‘I r=J+l,...,k-1). (38) 
Note that S(k)UPJ,k_l is the ground set of M(DJ,k). 
4.2. Controllability criterron 
The purpose of this subsection is to investigate the structure of RS,(0) of (26), 
the family of those sets which are reachable at time k from the empty set. To be 
specific, we show that R&(B), for each k, constitutes the family of independent 
sets of a matroid, say Rk=(S,ek), and that the Rk grow with k, in the sense stated 
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in Theorem 4.3. Then we see that a CDS (A,B) is controllable (cf. (29)) iff the 
sequence of matrotds & grows to the free matroid on 5’. 
We first observe, by the defuutions (23) (or (24)), (26) and (30), that XE RSk( 0) 
iff Xck) = t&‘(X) (c@) is independent in RM(&) =(Sckl,&). We denote by 
& = (S, ek) the matroid isomorphic to RM(D,) (with the natural correspondence of
the ground sets through cl/k : s (k) + S) and call it the reachabdity matroid. We shall 
investigate the behavior of the sequence (& 1 k=O, 1, . .). 
The recurrence relation of Lemma 4.1(2) implies 
RM(D,) = A ‘k’*RM(Dk_t)VRM(B(k)), k=l,2,..., 
where Atk)* RM(Dk_ r ) means the matroid on Sck) induced from RM(Dk_ r) by Ack). 
In terms of Rk we have the following. 
Proposition 4.2. The reachabzhty matrords Rk = (S, qk), k = 0, 1,2, . . . , sat&y the 
recurrence relation : 
&=A*&_,Vm(B), k=l,2 ,..., (39) 
where R0 IS a trrvlal matrold. Or eqtavalently, the rank functions & satisfy 
e0 = 0, 
(40) 
&=o*&_rvp-, k=l,2,..., 
(see (21) for notatron), where fi- IS the rank function of RM(B). 
Based on Proposition 4.2, we can derive the properties of the reachability matroids 
Rk as stated in Theorem 4.3 below, which actually establishes the general proper- 
ties of a sequence of matroids subject to a recurrence relation of the form (39) 
(cf. Remark 5.8, Theorem 5.9). 
Theorem 4.3. The reachabdrty matrords Rk = (S, qk), k = 0, 1, . . . , have the foi- 
lowing properties. 
(1) ek(X)=min ,i2a(%s--x-d+ ixmyk/ +,i, b-(x) 
I I 
y,, **., Yk-,cs; Ykcx , xcs. 
1 
(2) T(Rk)-r(Rk_l)zr(Rk+,)-t-(Rk), k=l,2,.... 
(3) There exrsts K = k(A, B) 2 0 such that 
r(Ro)cr(R,)<...cr(RK_,)cr(RK)=r(Rk), k=k+l, x+2,.... 
(4) RocTR,~...~RRK_,tTRK=Rk, k=/c+l, K+2,.... 
Before giving the proof to Theorem 4.3, we state a general result on a poly- 
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bimatroid arising from the matroid union, which seems of interest in itself. This 
result will be crucial to the derivation of the inequality in Theorem 4.3(2). 
Theorem 4.4. Let M, = (E, p,), i E T, be matroids and deftne 
1(1,X) = ,Y,P, (X)9 
( > 
Zc T, XcE. (41) 
(That is, A(Z, X) is the rank of XC E m the union of the M,, ie I.) Then A is the 
brrank function of apoly-bimatroid; i.e., A satisftes (Bl’), (B2) and (B3) of Section 
2.2. In particular, 
r(M,VM,VM3)+r(M2) 5 r(M,vM,)+r(M,vM,) 
for three matrords M,, 1 = 1,2,3. 
(42) 
Proof. It suffices to prove the bisubmodularity (B3) of A. For ZJC T and X,YC E, 
we have, using (3), 
44 X) + wi Y) 
= min 
I 
C fl,(X’)+ C p,(Y’)+ IX-X’1 + IY- Y’I 1 X’CX, Y’CY 
rer JEJ I 
. (43) 
Substituting 
,;, k(x’)+J;J PJU,“) 
=re~JP,wHEJ kw)+P~w)1+ c Pm 
rcJ-I 
dl_J ~,w’n y’)+,ElnJ kw’u y’)+p,w’n 01 +,eElkw’n Y’) 
=,c~,~,(x’ny’)+l.~J~,(x’u Y’) 
into (43), we obtain 
A(l,X) + A(& Y 
z min ,6~Jjd,(x’n Y’)+ Ixn Y-x’n Y’I 
+,EF&f,(X’U Y’)+ IXU Y-X’U Y’I 1 X’CX, Y’C 
L min 
c 
,JJ~~(Z’)+ Ixn Y-Z’] 1 z’cxn Y 
1 
+min ,E~JpI(Zv)+ IXU Y-Z”/ 1 Z”TXU Y 
I 1 
=n(zw,xnr)+qzn~,xur). 0 
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We are now in the position to prove Theorem 4.3. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. (1) This is straightforward from (40), combined with (3) 
and (21). 
(2) For simplicity, we put 
M,,, = \j I&4”‘), jr k, 
,=, 
NJ,k = $ RM(B(‘)), jsk. 
i=J 
Then by (37), we have 
& = RM(Dk) = Pf~,Nh,~l~&.~-~ =M,,t~4,,lxS’~‘. (45) 
Since Sl,k_l is a base of A&, it follows that 
r(k) = r(&$‘~,,~)-(k-l) ISI. (46) 
On the other hand, applying (42) of Theorem 4.4 to 
MI =M2,2W,19 M2 = MuVN2.k. M3 = ‘%+l.k+lV&+l,k+l~ 
we obtain 
T(MZ,k+lVNl,k+I)+T(~.kVN2,k)lr(MZ,kVNi,k)+r(M3,k+lV~,k+I)- 
(47) 
Noting the obvious fact 
M3,k’J%. =Mzk-,“%-I, 
&k+rv&+r =‘%,k”&r 
and using (46), we establish the desired inequality. 
(3)-(4) Since 
and 
we see, by 
&+I = [(M2,2VN,,,)V(M~,k+,VN2,k+,)lX~(k+1) 
Rk = t&k+,V&,k+,l XSfk+‘), 
Proposition 2.2(2), that Rk is a quotient of Rk+,, i.e., 
Rk ‘-&+I. (48) 
In particular, 
T(&) % r(&+,), k=O, 1, . . . . 
Let K (20) be the smallest k such that the equality holds. Then (2) implies that the 
equality must hold for all kz K, establishing (3). The assertion of (4) also follows 
from (48) coupled with (3) and Proposition 2.2(l). Cl 
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The integer K = K(A, B) will be called the controllability index of (A, B); evidently, 
0 5 K I IS 1. We symbolically write R, for R, and call r(R,) the coniroilable 
dimension. 
As a corollary of the above theorem, we obtain the first criterion for the con- 
trollability. 
Theorem 4.5. A CDS (A,R) is controllable iff 
(49) 
Remark 4.6. In the conventional dynamical system theory, the controllability of (1) 
or (2) is known (e.g., [9,22,27,28]) to be expressed by the rank of the controllability 
matrix; i.e., the system (A,B) of order ISI is controllable iff 
r[BIABIA2BI...IAIs’-‘R]= ISI. 
As a combinatorial analogue to this criterion, one might be tempted to consider the 
condition: 
~[RM(B)vRM(A*B)vRM(A~*B)v~-MM(A~~’-’+B)] = ISI (50) 
for the controllability of a CDS (A, B). This turns out to be weaker than the control- 
lability, though it is implied by (49). Consider, for example, a CDS (A,B) with 
bimatroids A and B defined respectively by the following matrices: 
where a, b, c, d and e are indeterminates. This pair (A, B) satisfies (50) and not (49) 
of Theorem 4.5. 
4.3. Controllability indices 
In parallel with the conventional dynamical system theory [28], we can define the 
notion of controllability indices for a CDS (A,B). 
By Theorem 4.3, 
dek = r(Rk)-r(Rk_l), k=l,2 ,..., 
form a nonnegative and nonincreasing sequence that vanishes for k> K. We define 
K, = ((k 1 d&Li}l, i=1,2 ,.... (51) 
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Evidently, 
and 
K, = 0 if I> IPI (>t(R*) = r(B)); 
/Cl 2 K2 L--LKpl (lo) 
(52) 
PI 
c K, = r(&). (53) 
i=l 
Thetuple(k,Ir=l,..., IPI) will be named here the controllability indices of (A, B). 
It should be clear that kl = K, where K = K(A,B) is the controllability index intro- 
duced in the previous subsection. 
In the following we shall investigate the structure of admissible inputs. First we 
note that an input (&I k=O, 1, . . . . K-1)isadmissibleiff U{U,$“I~=O,~,...,K-1) 
is an independent set of CM(&), where U~k’=w~l(Uk) (dk’). 
The following theorem may be compared to the similar fact 128, Section 5.71 for 
the conventional dynamical system. The theorem states that for a controllable 
dynamical system we can find a nicely nested input sequence which brings the null 
state 0 to S. It also clarifies the significance of the controllability indices. 
Theorem 4.7. Suppose a CDS (A, B) is controllable. Then there exists an input 
(u, 1 k=O, 1, . . . . K - 1) admrssible for (0, S) such that 
v,c v, c**.c UK_, (54) 
and that 
where 
(rz, 1 UEP} = (K, I i=l,..., /PI), (55) 
iz, = K-IniII{k 1 OlklK,uE uk}, UEP, (56) 
(we put UK = P for convenience). 
Theorem 4.7 follows from Proposition 4.8 below; it should be recalled that 
or, :P(‘)-+P is the bijection and P/.&-t is given by (31). 
Proposition 4.8. For each kr 1, there exists OCP,,k_l such that 
~~(~nPco’)cn~(6nP”‘)C..~Cnk_~(8nPck-”) 
and that 
(57) 
onP,,k-, iS a base Of CM(D,,k) forj=O, l,..., k-l. (58) 
Proof. The notation UO) = z,(U), UCP, will be used frequently. 
We construct 0 by means of U, CP, i = 0, 1, . . . , k, which are determined as 
follows. First put & =P. For j= k- 1, k- 2, . . . , 1,O (in this order), find a base 
U,C PC/) of vY,\ in 
CM(D,,)/(u (41 i=j+l,j+2 ,..., k-l)) 
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and put U, = z, (UJ). We then define 
s=u{u,~i=o,1,..., k-l}. 
As easily seen, 6 has the property (57) and On P,+ 1 is an independent set of 
CM(D,,k) for j=O, l,..., k- 1. It remains to be shown, therefore, that 
q,,(~nP,,,_,) = P,,k_l, j=O, l,..., k-l, (59) 
where o,,k denotes the closure function of CM(D,k). Since CM(&) is a restriction 
of CM(Dk), we may show, instead of (59), that 
Q(O~P,,~_~~P,,/+~, j=O,l,..., k-l, (60) 
where a, is the closure function of CM(&). 
To show (60), we first note that (33), (4) and Proposition 2.4 imply 
CM(D,_,)+CM(D,)-P(k-‘) , 
from which we see by (9) that 
~~-,(O’)Cbk(~‘)-P(k-l)C~~(O’), O’CP0.k_2. 
By the construction, we have 
from which we are going to derive 
U,(‘-2)co~(m~,U~m)), i=2,3 ,..., k-l. 
For iz2 it follows from (62) that 
By translation (cf. Lemma 4.1(l)), we obtain 
&‘-2’c Q 
I k-l 
Using (61), we further obtain 
&-2’co 
1 k 
(61) 
(63) 
(64) 
which, combined with (62), implies (63). 
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Repeating such arguments we may claim 
PCOQ, UP), j=O,l,..., I, 
which implies (60). Cl 
5. Another characterization of controllability 
This sectlon establishes the second characterization (Theorem 5.4) of the con- 
trollability of a CDS, which corresponds to the structural controllability theorem 
([3,14,25]) for a conventional dynamical system. The characterization of the con- 
trollability is derived from a formula (Theorem 5.2) expressing the controllable 
dimension r(R,). The formula is the combmatorial counterpart of the result of 
Hosoe [5] about the generic dimension of controllable subspaces for a conventional 
dynamical system. 
We begin with a characterization of the reachabihty of a CDS (A,&. It should 
be remembered that a is the birank function of A and p- the rank function of 
RM(B). 
Proposition 5.1. A CDS (A,B) IS reachable iff 
a(XS-X)+fl-(X) 2 1 
for all nonempty subsets X of S. 
(65) 
Proof. First note that (A, B) is reachable lff for each vertex XE S in the underlying 
dlgraph there is a directed path from P to x. 
If (65) fails for some X# 0, there is no directed path from P to X. Hence (65) 
must hold if (A, B) IS reachable. 
Conversely suppose (A, B) is not reachable, and let S-X be the set of vertices in 
S which are reachable from P by a directed path in the underlying digraph. Then 
X#@ and a(X,S-X)=/3-(X)=0. 0 
In the theorem below recall that A[X,X] denotes the bimatroid A with its row 
set and column set restricted to X, similarly for B[X, P]. 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose a CDS (A,B) IS reachable. Then 
r(R,) = max(lXI 1 r(A[X,X]VB[X,P]) = [XI, XcS}. (66) 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 1s based on Lemma 5.3 below, which is derived from 
Edmonds’ min-max relation for weighted matroid intersection (cf. Proposition 2.1). 
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We denote by S- and S+ two disjoint copies of S; W-:S-*Sand y/+:S++S 
will designate the one-to-one correspondences. For XCS, m general, we write X+= 
(u/+)-‘(X) and X- = (IJ-)-l(X), or u/+(X+) = w-(X-)=X. M,= (S- U S+, p,,) will 
mean the partition matroid, i.e., 
/.fcc(o(x- u Y’) == (XU Yl, xcs, YCS. (67) 
Lemma 5.3. Let M= (S- U S+, cc) be a matroid and MO = (S- U P, p,,) the park 
tion matroid given by (67). Assume that M and MO have a common base. Then 
max{lHnS-1 ) H is a common base of M and M,,) 
W-l 
= min N-U&+)-- IX11 + ,gl WX;UX,+,I)- IX+~l)+~u(&d 
Ix,cs (r=l,...,W) 
I 
, (68) 
where Wr ISI. 
Proof. First define w: S-US+-+Z+ by 
w(x_) = w+ 1, w(x+) = w, XES, (6% 
where Wr IS I. Then a common independent set of M and MO of maximum weight 
with respect o w must be a common base of M and MO and 
max{ 1 Hn S- I 1 H is a common base of M and M,,} 
= max( w(H) 1 H is independent in M and MO) - W IS 1. (70) 
Applying (7) of Proposition 2.1 to the right-hand side of (70), we obtain 
max{ w(H) I H is independent in M and M,] 
=min f luKUY,+)+ i IZ,UU,l JX,cs, xcs, z,cs, qcs, 
r=O J=o 
j{i I xcX,}I + I(J I xEZ,}I = W+l for xES, 
I{iIxEY,}l+J{j(x~U/)J=Wforx~S, 
On the right-hand side of (71), we may assume that p = W and Yw = 0. Further- 
more, we may assume, in view of the nesting condition, that q = W and 
Z, = s-x,_,, i=O 1 , ,***, W, 
v, = s- Yw_,-,, i=O,l,..., W-l, 
u,= 0. 
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Hence (71) simplifies as follows: 
RHS of (71) 
t 
W-l W-l 
= min ,ge lu(X,-U y,‘)+~(XG)+IS-X01+ ,L+e IS-(Xw-,n Yw-1-A 
(since we may put Y,=X,+,, I=O,l,...,W-1) 
= mi&--X0I +rg: (PU(X,-UX,I,)- IX+J)+PU(&) 
I 
(xO>x,3~-3x, +WlSl 
1 
(since we may put X,=S) 
w-1 
= min Pu(s-u-m- P&l + E, tPwf-ux,~,)- Ix,+,l)+p(x~) 
)X,>-3x, +WISI 1 
I 
W-l 
= mln ~u(S-u&+)- l&l + C ~P(X-UX,L~- IX,+~O+~u(Xti) 
r=l 
IXJS (r=l,...,W) 
1 
+WJSJ. (72) 
The last equality follows from the alternative xpression (6) in Proposition 2.1. 
Combining (70), (71) and (72), we obtain (68). 0 
We shall now give the proof to Theorem 5.2. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We denote the matroid corresponding to A = (S, S, (r) by 
M(A) =(S- U S’,cy’) (cf. (13)), where S- and S+ stand respectively for Row(A) 
and Cal(A); i.e., 
a’(X-UY+)=a(X,S-Y)+IYl, xcs, YCS. (73) 
Note that r(A [X,X] vB[X, P]) = IX) iff X- U (P-X+) is a base of M(A)VRM(B), 
where RM(B) in this notation is to be understood as the matroid on S- isomorphic 
to RM(B) by the natural correspondence between S- and S. Hence (66) is 
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equivalent o 
r(R,) = max{ [Hfl S-1 1 H is a common base of 
M(A)vRM(B) and Me}, (74) 
where Me = (S- U S+, po) is the partition matroid of (67). In the following, we will 
show (74). 
The rank function p =a’~/$- of M(A)vRM(B) is expressed, by (3), as 
p(X- U Z+) = min(cr’(Y- U Z’) +/3-(Y) + IX- Y 11 YCX) 
= min{cx(Y,S-Z)+ IZI +p-(Y)+ IX- YJ 1 YCX), 
xcs, zcs. (75) 
Substituting this in (68) of Lemma 5.3, and denoting by RHS the right-hand side 
of (74), we obtain 
RHS=min a(Yc,S-Xi)+/?-(Y,)+IS-YeI 
l 
W-l 
+ El b(Y,J-K+d+PX)+ K-Y,11 
+a(Yw,S)+fl-(Yw)+IXw-YwI 1 Y&S, xCX,cS (i=l,...,W) 
1 
(since we may put X, = Y,, i= 1, . . . . W) 
I 
W-l 
= min c o(Y,,S-Y,+,)+~(Yw9S)+ IS-Y,1 +t&-tu,I 
1=O 
1 xcs (r=O,l,...,W) 
1 
I 
W-l 
=min cr(Ye,S)+ C a(Y,+,, 
i=O 
S-y,)+ IS- Ywl +t&w,) 
IY,CS(I=O,l,..., W) 
1 
, 
where Wr ISI. 
On the other hand, by Theorem 4.3(l) we obtain 
(76) 
k-l 
c o(Y,+r,S-Y,)+ IS-YkI 
1=l 
where kr K. 
(77) 
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Comparing (76) and (77) with k= W+ 1, we readily see that 
RHS 1 r(R,). (78) 
The reverse inequality also holds if the system is reachable, as shown below. 
Chooseklargeenough,sayk>n+2”,wheren=jSI,andlet x=c,i=l,...,k, 
attain the minimum on the right-hand side of (77). Then 
k-l 
-I- r=kgn+, &+l+E,)+ Is-- Fkkl + i 
r=k-n+l 
8(g)] 
k-n 
Smce r(&) = r(R,) = /(ii, j, it follows that 
a(Fl+,,S-F,)+fl-(F,)=O, l=l,..., k-n. @O) 
Since k-n> 2”, there exists p and q, 1 rp<qs2”, such that Fpp= pq. Using the 
brsubmodularity of a and the submodularity of fi-, we can derive from (80) that 
a(ES-Fp)+p(P)=o, 
where 
q-1 
P= u c* 
,=p 
Because of the assumed reachability of the system, this implies P= 0 by Proposi- 
tton 5.1. In particular, Yp= Q. 
Substituting ppp= 0 in (79) we obtain 
r(&) = c a(K+d-E)+ c P-m 
1=l I 
k-l 
s-z)+js-fkI+ ; p-(E) 
r=p+l 1 
k-l 
2 d&+,99+ c d<,l, 
r=p+l 
s-x)+ Is-- fkkl+,=$+, P-(c). 
Comparing the last expression with (76), with the correspondence W= k -p - 1 
(rn= ISI), we see 
r(&) = f (&) Z RHS, 
which establishes (74) when combined with (78). 0 
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As an immediate corollary we obtain the following criterion for the control- 
lability. 
Theorem 5.4. A CDS (A,B) IS controllable iff the followang two conditions are 
satisfied. 
(i) (A, B) IS reachable. 
(ii) RM(A)vRM(B) is the free matrozd. 
Proof. Condition (ii) is equivalent o the fact that the right-hand side of (66) 1s 
equal to 1st. Hence the sufficiency of (i) and (ii) follows from Theorem 5.2, 
whereas the necessity of (i) and (ii) follows if we show the necessity of (I). 
Suppose the system is controllable, i.e., SE RSK( 0) for some K. By definition, 
(23) (or (24)) holds for some (U, 1 k=O, 1, . . .K- 1) and (Xk 1 k=O, 1, . . .K) such 
that X,-, = 0 and X, = S. This in turn means there exists (Yk 1 k = 0, 1, . . . , K) such 
that Yk+,cXk+,, 
(Y,+,,X/&NI), (Xk+t - yk+r, &)ENO, k=O,l,..., K-l. (81) 
For x E S, we can fmd a sequence (xk 1 k =J, j + 1, . .  , K), xk E S, and u E P such 
that xK =x, 
and 
((xk+r}, {x&NA), k=./J+l,...,K--1, 
as follows. This shows the reachability (i) of the system. 
To find such a sequence, first put xK =x. For k = K, K - 1, . . . , either (a) xk E Yk or 
(b) xke Yk occurs. In case (a) we can find x~-~ ~Xk-r such that ({xk}, {xk-r}) E 
A(A), by (81) and Proposition 2.3; in case (b), where xk~Xk- Yk by constructron, 
we can fmd u E P such that ((xk}, {u})EA(B), again by (81) and Proposition 
2.3. El 
Remark 5.5. A comment would be in order here on the relation between the con- 
trollability of a CDS and that in the conventional sense. First recall that a dynamical 
system (1) of order ISI is controllable in the conventional sense iff 
With a system (1) described in terms of a pair of matrices (A, B) = (A, i?) we may 
associate a CDS (A,B), where A and B are bimatroids determined by A and B in 
a natural manner. From the relation between the matrix multiplicatron and the bi- 
matroid multiplication we see easily that the CDS (A,B) must be controllable for 
(1) to be controllable in the conventional sense. Based on this fact, we may consider, 
e.g., the following procedure for designing and analyzing a large-scale dynamical 
system with respect o controllability: first associate aCDS with the given dynamical 
system and, by means of efficient combinatorial algorithms, test for the control- 
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lability of the CDS to see if the given system is structurally sound. If the CDS is 
found to be controllable, then we proceed to numerical considerations. Otherwise 
we reconsider the structure of the system making use of the insight obtained through 
the analysis of the CDS. 
Furthermore, Theorem 5.4 establishes a link between the notion of structural con- 
trollability and that of the controllabrlity of a CDS as follows. With a “structured” 
system (l), in which A =A and B=B are matrices with their nonzero entries being 
independent indeterminates, we may associate aCDS (A, B), where A and B are del- 
toids. It should be remembered, however, that the notions of controllability for a 
structured system (A, B) and for a CDS (A, B) do not have an obvious relation, 
mainly because of the discrepancy between matrix multiplication and bimatroid 
multiphcatron. Nevertheless, we obtain the following simple statement, rf we com- 
bme Theorem 5.4 with the results of [3,19,25]. 
Theorem 5.6. A ‘Wructured” system (ir,B) IS controllable m the conventional 
sense rff the correspondmg CDS (A, B) IS controllable. 
Remark 5.7. In this paper we have concentrated our attention on the matrotd Rk, 
or the family R&(n) of the sets reachable from Xc= @ at time k. It 1s also inter- 
esting to investigate the behavior of the family RSk (cf. (28)) of the sets reachable 
from some initial state X0 at time k. In the simplest case of a “free system” having 
no inputs, i.e., having a trivial bimatrord B as the input bimatroid, RSI, agrees with 
the family of the independent sets of RM(Ak), the properties of which have been 
investigated in [17,21]. 
Remark 5.8. Though Theorems 4.3 and 5.2 have been stated in terms of reach- 
ability matroids, they actualiy establish the properties of a sequence of matroids 
determined by a recurrence relation of the form (39) in general. Since these results 
seem to have fundamental importance, we shall state them m a general setting 
below. 
Theorem 5.9. Let a sequence of matrolds Rk = (S, &), k = 0, 1, . . . , be defined by 
the recurrence relation : 
Rk=A*Rk_,VN, k=l,2 ,..., 
where R0 IS a trivial matroid with eo- - 0, A = (S, S, a) a blmatroid wrth Row(A) = 
Cal(A) = S, and N = (S, v) a matroid on S. 
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(2) r(Rk)-r(Rk_l)Lr(Rk+l)-r(Rk), k-1,2,.... 
(3) There exists K = K(A, B) r0 such that 
r(R0) < Ml) < -*-< r(&_,) < r(&) = T(&), k=K+ l,K+2, . . . . 
(4) Ro~R,~...~RK_,~RR, =Rk, k=K+l,K+&.... 
(5) If furthermore 
then 
cx(x,S-X)+v(X) 11, @#XC& 
r(R,) = max{[XI IX IS Independent in RM(A[S,X])vN, XCS). 
6. Possible extensions 
So far we have concentrated ourselves on a CDS (A, B), or a systPm (A, R, C) with 
C being a trivial bimatroid. This section is to suggest apossible dir .iion of further 
development of the theory which incorporates the output (or the ot rvation) of a 
CDS. 
For a general CDS (A, B, C), an output (or an observatzon) will mean a sequence 
(Y, 1 k=l,..., K) such that Y,c T. We sometimes call K the length of the output. 
When given an input (Uk 1 k=O, l,..., K-l) and an output (Yk 1 k=l,..., K), we 
say that a sequence (Xk I k = 0, 1, . . . , K), X,cS, is a trajectory compatible wzth 
(Uk I k=O,l,..., K-l) and (Yk 1 k=l,...,K) iff 
(Xk+, U Y,+,,X,U U,)tzA(AvBvC) for k=O, 1, . . .K-1. (82) 
The underlying digraph of (A, B, C) is defined to be a directed graph (S U P U T, d) 
with vertex set SU PU T and arc set 
d = 1(x’& 1 ({x>, Ix’}) E/~(A)) 
U {(YX) I ((x>, @})EM~)) U &GY) I ((Y>, ~x~k~(C)I. (83) 
XCS is said to be observable at time k from X,CS iff there exists an output 
(Y, 1 i=l, . . . . k) of length k and a trajectory (X, I I = 0, 1, . . . , k) such that X,=X and 
(82) holds with U,=@, i=O,l,..., k- 1. We denote by O&(X,) the collection of 
observable sets at time k from X,. A CDS (A, B, C) is called observable iff 
OS( 0) = 25 (84) 
where 
OS(X)=U(O&(X)Ik=l,2 ,... }, XcS. (85) 
The CDS (A*, C*, B*) is called the dual of (A, B, C). Note that (82) is equivalent to 
(X,*,,U Y,*,,,X,*lJ l$%A(A*vC*vB*), 
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where Xz=XK_A, Yz= UK_,+ and U,*= YK_k. Evidently, (A*, C*,B*) is control- 
lable (respectively, observable) iff (A, B, C) is observable (respectively controllable). 
Using this relatron we can translate the results established in Sections 4-5 for con- 
trollabihty mto the corresponding results for observability. 
In particular, we see that OS( 0) (cf. (85)) constitutes the family of independent 
sets of a matrord on S, just as RS(0) (cf. (27)) yields the matroid R, on S. That 
is, we have two matrords on S, one for observability and the other for control- 
lability. Then we can define a decomposition of the state set S by applying the 
decompositron principle known as the principal partition [8] to the pair of those 
matroids. The decomposition of S thus obtained may be thought of as a combina- 
torial analogue of Kalman’s canonical decomposition [IQ, 11,281 of the state space 
mto four parts. A similar combinatorial decomposrtion has been considered in 
119, Section 15.21 for a conventional dynamical system based on the same principle 
of prmcrpal partition of a pair of matroids. 
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